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REVELATIONS OF FALL 
by Jean Glaraton 

 

“As long as the earth endures, seedtime and harvest, cold and heat, 
summer and winter, day and night will never cease.” Genesis 8:22 

 
I am grateful to have been born in a place where each season brings with it distinct and dramatic 

change. While fall has always been my favorite, I’ve come to understand the importance of each season 
in the life cycle. The hope that comes with knowing “this too shall pass” when winter cold or summer 
heat has me longing for moderation. God’s faithfulness revealed each time winter gives way to spring. 
The mud and muck of spring yielding to a burst of summer growth. But there’s just something special 
about fall in Minnesota.   

The Minnesota Fall is crisp temperatures and the comfort of a thick warm coat. It is brilliant shifts 
in hue, as once green leaves’ true colors are revealed. The Minnesota Fall is trees left bare by a strong 
wind or the simple passage of time. It is the loss of those trees’ external beauty revealing their inner 
structure, strength, and flexibility. The Minnesota Fall reveals the truth of how quickly things change, 
with morning’s beautifully elevated ball of red leaves becomes an afternoon carpet covering the ground.  

Growing older affords us the gift of years to reflect on and recognize how the human journey is 
also a series of distinct and dramatic seasons. While there are common threads – people, places, needs, 
wants – that remain constant throughout our lives, each new season brings with it unique blessings and 
challenges. As the number of seasons increases, we grow spiritually and recognize the presence of God 
as a constant. We realize we are more than our external, that each of us has an internal structure that is 
both strong and flexible. We are given more opportunities to witness how God’s presence exists whether 
we are in a time of belief or not, for it too is steady and strong. Our faith and our personal relationship 
with God are part of our inner structure. They exist even when we are changed externally by strong 
winds and the simple passage of time. 

The life cycle and the seasonal cycle hold within them great wonder. We are called to be active 
participants; noting what remains steady throughout each transition; embracing how what is dormant 
and not visible (to ourselves or others) is in fact present, stable, and waiting to reemerge. Just as leaves 
return each spring as new buds on both old wood and new branches, so too do we enter each new 
season of life strengthened by our constants and refreshed by our new spiritual growth. With that 
growth comes a deeper and more meaningful relationship with God, translating into a deep and 
meaningful life.  
 
Think about the seasons of your life. How have you grown? 
 
 
 
 
What have you learned about yourself and your relationship with God? 
 

 
 
 

Creator God,  

Your presence is known with each sunrise and sunset. 

The brilliance of Your creation is a gift to all alive on this earth. 

Allow me to see the beauty around me and within me. 

Guide me in understanding the power of Your presence.  

Bless me with both strength and flexibility, 

That I might embrace this life according to Your will. 

In Your name, I pray. Amen. 


